
The 'essentials' for a perfect 
video transcript

?

Amongst the most difficult assignment a transcriber comes across is a panel discussion or a debate consisting of five 

plus speakers, with the audience also chipping in with their comments, and if these happen to be an animated 

discussion, it becomes an onerous task for a transcriber to identify each speaker.

?

The transcript has to be checked against the video version to make sure that all speakers have been captured, and 

since a video recorder does not have a transcription-style playback feature, unlike a PC with relevant software where 

one can automatically rewind a few seconds of the footage when paused to make sure that no words are eliminated. 

Therefore for the transcript to be 100% accurate, the video production company can send a separate audio track of the 

video, it can save a great deal of time for the transcriber, the transcription can then be delivered with a quick turn-

around-time and it can be  checked with the video version, to ensure that it is well synchronized and accurate.

Another very important factor for a perfect video transcript is to provide proper instructions to the transcriber, on the 

kind of transcription required – whether a complete verbatim or an intelligent verbatim transcription is required or an 

edited transcript is sought, a complete verbatim transcript will have all that is said in the recording, including the 'uhhs' 

, the laughter's or for that matter the angry gestures of the speakers, where as an intelligent verbatim script will be the 

opposite, it will not have the pauses or the irrelevant things in the recordings, the edited transcript will only have the 

content that is relevant to the topic of discussion, and everything else gets edited.

Then come the issue whether all speakers in the script need to be identified by their names or simply as (M) as a male 

speaker and (F) as a female speaker, if they need to be identified by their names then make sure that you send a 

complete list of names of the participants to the transcriber. And the quality of recording also will matter in getting a 

perfect script; make sure that the studio environment is free of any background noise.

A transcription company generally uses a standard style template for the layout and formatting of all transcriptions, 

and a simple Word line numbering throughout the transcriptions are used on request, besides time stamping & coding 

which is an added feature again on request, all said and done, if you follow these simple guidelines you can be rest 

assured that the transcription company will deliver a perfect 100% accurate transcript. 

Video transcripts of noisy panel debates

All speakers covered in the video transcript

Naming speakers in the transcript

Templates of transcripts

?Separate audio for Video programs ensures a quick t-a-t

?Precise details of the transcript that is required
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